
Visual Arts New Descriptors (1st exam in 2009) OCC HLA S

HLA – STUDIO WORK DESCRIPTORS
0 The studio has not reached level 1.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits mediocre understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of

artistic expression
Relevance •            demonstrates an attempt to produce some personally relevant artworks that show

some exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic
qualities

Sensitivity to materials •            shows the beginnings of development of the use of materials but ideas remain
unresolved

Technical •             displays mediocre technical competence.
The studio:

Understanding •            exhibits satisfactory understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of
artistic expression

Relevance •            demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show satisfactory
exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities

Development •             shows development of ideas
Sensitivity to materials •            displays a developing sensitivity to materials and their use, resulting in a partial

resolution of concepts and medium
Technical •             displays satisfactory technical competence.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits good understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of artistic

expression
Relevance •            demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show good exploration

of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities
Development •             shows development of ideas and strategies for expression
Sensitivity to materials •            displays some sensitivity to materials and their use. The work has been reviewed and

modified as it has progressed, resulting in an increasingly informed resolution of concepts
and medium

Technical •             displays good technical competence
Confidence •             demonstrates an emerging confidence 
Independence •             shows self-direction and an increasingly independent judgment.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits very good understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of

artistic expression
Relevance •            consistently demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show very 

good exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities

Development •             shows thoughtful development of ideas and strategies for expression
Sensitivity to materials •            displays sensitivity to materials and their use. The collection of work has been reviewed,

modified and refined as it has progressed, resulting in an informed resolution of concepts
and medium

Technical •             displays very good technical competence
Confidence •             demonstrates confidence and inventiveness
Independence •             shows self-direction and independent judgment.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits excellent understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of artistic

expression
Relevance •            consistently demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show

excellent exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities
Development •             shows thoughtful development of ideas and strategies for expression
Sensitivity to materials •            displays sensitivity to materials and their use. The coherent body of work has been

reviewed, modified and refined as it has progressed, resulting in an accomplished resolution of
concepts and medium

Technical •             displays excellent technical competence
Confidence •             demonstrates confidence and inventiveness
Independence •            shows an informed, reflective judgment that challenges and extends personal

boundaries.

NOTE: Descriptors in bold are different from descriptors for SLA Studio.
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Visual Arts New Descriptors (1st exam in 2009) OCC HLA I

HLA – INVESTIGATION WORKBOOK DESCRIPTORS (These descriptors are the 
same for SLB I)

0 The investigation has not reached level 1.
The investigation:

culture / context •             presents and describes art from different cultures and times, and sometimes considers it for its function and/or significance

tech / process •             develops a limited number of effective skills, techniques and processes when making and describing images and artifacts

investigation •             demonstrates investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts that lack organization and/or focus
depth / breadth •             demonstrates limited depth and/or breadth through a poor development of ideas 
vocabulary •             demonstrates limited and/or generally inaccurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts 
sources •             uses a limited range of sources and acknowledges them inadequately
presentation •             presents a limited amount of the work effectively and/or creatively and demonstrates limited critical observation
integration •         presents a limited relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •             presents, describes and sometimes analyses art from different cultures and times, and sometimes considers it for its function 

and significance
tech / process •             develops some effective skills, techniques and processes when making and describing and/or analysing images and artifacts

investigation •             demonstrates some organized and focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts
depth / breadth •            demonstrates, at times, emerging depth and/or breadth through a mediocre development of ideas and few explained

connections between the work and that of others 
vocabulary •             demonstrates mediocre and sometimes inaccurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts 
sources •             uses a range of sources and acknowledges them properly most of the time
presentation •             presents some of the work fairly effectively and/or creatively and demonstrates some emerging critical observation
integration •         presents a developing relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            considers, describes, analyses and compares satisfactorily art from different cultures and times, and considers it for its

function and significance satisfactorily most of the time
tech / process •             develops mostly effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and artifacts
investigation •             demonstrates organized and mostly focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts
depth / breadth •            demonstrates satisfactory depth and breadth through some successful development of ideas and some explained

connections between the work and that of others
vocabulary •             demonstrates satisfactory and generally accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses a range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •             presents some of the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some satisfactory critical observation and reflection

integration •          presents a reasonably focused relationship between investigation and studio.
The investigation:

culture / context •            analyses and compares thoughtfully most of the time art from different cultures and times, and usually considers it
carefully for its function and significance

tech / process •             develops effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and artifacts
investigation •            demonstrates coherent and focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts, more than one

approach towards their study, and some connections between them
depth / breadth •            demonstrates good depth and breadth through a mostly successful development of ideas and explained connections between

the work and that of others
vocabulary •             demonstrates mostly careful and accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •             presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some good critical observation and reflection
integration •         presents a clear relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            analyses and compares thoughtfully art from different cultures and times, and considers it carefully for its function and

significance
tech / process •             develops a range of effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and artifacts
investigation •            demonstrates coherent, focused and individual investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts, a range

of different approaches towards their study, and some informed connections between them
depth / breadth •            demonstrates very good depth and breadth through a successful development and synthesis of ideas and well-explained 

connections between the work and that of others
vocabulary •             demonstrates mostly effective and accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •            presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some thoughtful critical observation, reflection and 

discrimination
integration •             presents a purposeful relationship between investigation and studio.

NOTE: Descriptors in bold are different from descriptors for SLA Investigation
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Visual Arts New Descriptors (1st exam in 2009) OCC SLA S

SLA – STUDIO WORK DESCRIPTORS
0 The studio work has not reached level 1.

The studio:
Technical •             exhibits limited technical skills and/or personal involvement
Relevance •             shows little evidence of development of ideas.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits mediocre understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of

artistic expression
Relevance •            demonstrates an attempt to produce some personally relevant artworks that show

some exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities

Sensitivity to materials •            shows the beginnings of development of the use of materials but ideas remain
unresolved

Technical •             displays mediocre technical competence.
The studio:

Understanding/Tech •            exhibits satisfactory understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of
artistic expressionRelevance •            demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show satisfactory 
exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities

Development •             shows development of ideas
Sensitivity to materials •            displays a developing sensitivity to materials and their use, resulting in a partial 

resolution of concepts and medium
Technical •             displays satisfactory technical competence.

The studio:
Understanding/Tech •            exhibits good understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of artistic

expression
Relevance •            demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show good  exploration 

of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities
Development •             shows development of ideas and strategies for expression
Sensitivity to materials •            displays some sensitivity to materials and their use. The work has been reviewed and

modified as it has progressed, resulting in an increasingly informed resolution of concepts and
medium

Technical •             displays good technical competence
Confidence •             demonstrates an emerging confidence 
Independence •             shows self-direction and an increasingly independent judgment.

The studio:
Understanding/Tech •            exhibits very good understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of

artistic expression
Relevance •            consistently demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show very 

good exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities

Development •             shows thoughtful development of ideas and strategies for expression
Sensitivity to materials •            displays sensitivity to materials and their use. The collection of work has been

reviewed, modified and refined as it has progressed, resulting in an informed resolution of
concepts and medium

Technical •             displays very good technical competence
Confidence •             demonstrates confidence and inventiveness
Independence •             shows self-direction and independent judgment.

NOTE: Descriptors in bold are different from descriptors for HLA Studio.
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Visual Arts New Descriptors (1st exam in 2009) OCC SLA I

SLA – INVESTIGATION WORKBOOK DESCRIPTORS
0 The investigation has not reached level 1.

The investigation:
culture / context •         presents art from different cultures and/or times, and rarely considers it for its function and/or significance
tech / process •         develops few skills, techniques and processes when making and describing images and artifacts
investigation •        demonstrates few investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts, and these lack

organization and focus
depth / breadth •         demonstrates little depth and/or breadth through a very poor development of ideas
vocabulary •         demonstrates little use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •         uses a limited range of sources and acknowledges them inadequately
presentation •         presents little of the work effectively and/or creatively and demonstrates little critical observation
integration •     presents little relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            presents and describes art from different cultures and times, and sometimes considers it for its function and/or

significance
tech / process •            develops a limited number of effective skills, techniques and processes when making and describing images

and artifacts
investigation •            demonstrates investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts that lack organization

and/or focus
depth / breadth •             demonstrates limited depth and/or breadth through a poor development of ideas 
vocabulary •             demonstrates limited and/or generally inaccurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts 
sources •             uses a limited range of sources and acknowledges them inadequately
presentation •            presents a limited amount of the work effectively and/or creatively and demonstrates limited critical

observation
integration •             presents a limited relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •             presents, describes and sometimes analyses art from different cultures and times, and sometimes considers 

it for its function and significance
tech / process •            develops some effective skills, techniques and processes when making and describing and/or analysing images

and artifacts
investigation •             demonstrates some organized and focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts

depth / breadth •            demonstrates, at times, emerging depth and/or breadth through a mediocre development of ideas and few
explained connections between the work and that of others 

vocabulary •             demonstrates mediocre and sometimes inaccurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts 
sources •             uses a range of sources and acknowledges them properly most of the time
presentation •            presents some of the work fairly effectively and/or creatively and demonstrates some emerging critical

observation
integration presents a developing relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            considers, describes, analyses and compares satisfactorily art from different cultures and times, and

considers it for its function and significance satisfactorily most of the time
tech / process •             develops mostly effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and artifacts

investigation •            demonstrates organized and mostly focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their
contexts

depth / breadth •            demonstrates satisfactory depth and breadth through some successful development of ideas and some
explained connections between the work and that of others

vocabulary •             demonstrates satisfactory and generally accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses a range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •            presents some of the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some satisfactory critical observation

and reflection
integration presents a reasonably focused relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            analyses and compares thoughtfully most of the time art from different cultures and times, and usually 

considers it carefully for its function and significance
tech / process •             develops effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and artifacts
investigation •            demonstrates coherent and focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts, more 

than one approach towards their study, and some connections between them
depth / breadth •            demonstrates good depth and breadth through a mostly successful development of ideas and explained

connections between the work and that of others
vocabulary •             demonstrates mostly careful and accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •             presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some good critical observation and reflection
integration •             presents a clear relationship between investigation and studio.

NOTE: Descriptors in bold are different from descriptors for HLA Investigation
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Visual Arts New Descriptors (1st exam in 2009) OCC HLB S

HLB – STUDIO WORK DESCRIPTORS
0 The studio has not reached level 1.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits mediocre understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of

artistic expression
Relevance •            demonstrates an attempt to produce some personally relevant artworks that show

some exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities

Sensitivity to materials •            shows the beginnings of development in the use of materials but ideas remain
unresolved

Technical •             displays mediocre technical competence.
The studio:

Understanding •            exhibits some satisfactory understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings
of artistic expression

Relevance •            demonstrates an attempt to produce some personally relevant artworks that show
satisfactory exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities

Development •             shows development of some ideas
Sensitivity to materials •             displays a growing awareness of materials and their use
Technical •             displays developing technical competence.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits satisfactory understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of

artistic expression
Relevance •            demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show satisfactory 

exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities
Development •             shows some development of ideas and strategies for expression
Sensitivity to materials •            displays growing sensitivity to materials and their use. The work has been reviewed and

modified as it has progressed
Technical •             displays increasingly satisfactory technical competence
Independence •             demonstrates self-direction most of the time.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits good understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of artistic

expression
Relevance •            demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show good exploration of

ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities
Development •             shows thoughtful development of ideas and strategies for expression
Sensitivity to materials •            displays increasing sensitivity to materials and their use. The work has been reviewed and

modified as it has progressed
Technical •             displays increasingly good technical competence
Confidence •             demonstrates growing confidence
Independence •             demonstrates self-direction.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits very good understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of artistic

expression
Relevance •            consistently demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show very 

good exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities
Development •             shows thoughtful development of ideas and strategies for expression
Sensitivity to materials •            displays sensitivity to materials and their use. The collection of work has been reviewed,

modified and refined as it has progressed
Technical •             displays good technical competence
Confidence •             demonstrates confidence
Independence •             consistently demonstrates self-direction.

NOTE: Descriptors in bold are different from descriptors for SLB Studio.
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Visual Arts New Descriptors (1st exam in 2009) OCC HLB I

HLB – INVESTIGATION WORKBOOK DESCRIPTORS
0 The investigation has not reached level 1.

The investigation:
culture / context •             presents, describes and sometimes analyses art from different cultures and times, and sometimes considers 

it for its function and significance
tech / process •            develops some effective skills, techniques and processes when making and describing and/or analysing

images and artifacts
investigation •            demonstrates some organized and focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their

contexts
depth / breadth •            demonstrates, at times, emerging depth and/or breadth through a mediocre development of ideas and few

explained connections between the work and that of others 
vocabulary •             demonstrates mediocre and sometimes inaccurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts 
sources •             uses a range of sources and acknowledges them properly most of the time
presentation •            presents some of the work fairly effectively and/or creatively and demonstrates some emerging critical

observation
integration presents a developing relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            considers, describes, analyses and compares satisfactorily art from different cultures and times, and

considers it for its function and significance satisfactorily most of the time
tech / process •             develops mostly effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and artifacts

investigation •            demonstrates organized and mostly focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their
contexts

depth / breadth •            demonstrates satisfactory depth and breadth through some successful development of ideas and some
explained connections between the work and that of others

vocabulary •             demonstrates satisfactory and generally accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses a range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •            presents some of the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some satisfactory critical observation

and reflection
integration •             presents a reasonably focused relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            analyses and compares thoughtfully most of the time art from different cultures and times, and usually

considers it carefully for its function and significance
tech / process •             develops effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and artifacts
investigation •            demonstrates coherent and focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts,

more than one approach towards their study, and some connections between them
depth / breadth •            demonstrates good depth and breadth through a mostly successful development of ideas and explained

connections between the work and that of others
vocabulary •             demonstrates mostly careful and accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •             presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some good critical observation and reflection

integration •             presents a clear relationship between investigation and studio.
The investigation:

culture / context •            analyses and compares thoughtfully art from different cultures and times, and considers it carefully for its
function and significance

tech / process •            develops a range of effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and
artifacts

investigation •            demonstrates coherent, focused and individual investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their
contexts, a range of different approaches towards their study, and some informed connections between them

depth / breadth •            demonstrates very good depth and breadth through a successful development and synthesis of ideas and
well-explained connections between the work and that of others

vocabulary •             demonstrates mostly effective and accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •            presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some thoughtful critical observation, reflection

and discrimination
integration •             presents a purposeful relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            analyses and compares perceptively art from different cultures and times, and considers it thoughtfully for

its function and significance
tech / process •            develops an appropriate range of effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing

images and artifacts
investigation •            demonstrates coherent, focused and individual investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their

contexts, an appropriate range of different approaches towards their study, and some fresh connections between
them

depth / breadth •            demonstrates considerable depth and breadth through the successful development and synthesis of ideas
and thoroughly explained connections between the work and that of others

vocabulary •             demonstrates effective and accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •            presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates effective critical observation, reflection and

discrimination
integration •             presents a close relationship between investigation and studio.

NOTE: Descriptors in bold are different from descriptors for SLB Investigation
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Visual Arts New Descriptors (1st exam in 2009) OCC SLB S

SLB – STUDIO WORK DESCRIPTORS
0 The studio has not reached level 1.

The studio:
Technical •             exhibits limited technical skills and/or personal involvement
Development •             shows little evidence of a development of ideas.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits mediocre understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of artistic

expression
Relevance •            demonstrates an attempt to produce some personally relevant artworks that show some 

exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities
Sensitivity to materials •            shows the beginnings of development in the use of materials but ideas remain

unresolved
Technical •             displays mediocre technical competence.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits some satisfactory understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of

artistic expression
Relevance •            demonstrates an attempt to produce some personally relevant artworks that show

satisfactory exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities
Development •             shows development of some ideas
Sensitivity to materials •             displays a growing awareness of materials and their use
Technical •             displays developing technical competence.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits satisfactory understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of

artistic expression
Relevance •            demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show satisfactory 

exploration of ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities
Development •             shows some development of ideas and strategies for expression
Sensitivity to materials •            displays growing sensitivity to materials and their use. The work has been reviewed and

modified as it has progressed
Technical •             displays increasingly satisfactory technical competence
Independence •             demonstrates self-direction most of the time.

The studio:
Understanding •            exhibits good understanding of the conceptual and technical underpinnings of artistic

expression
Relevance •            demonstrates the production of personally relevant artworks that show good exploration of

ideas reflecting cultural and historical awareness and artistic qualities
Development •             shows thoughtful development of ideas and strategies for expression
Sensitivity to materials •            displays increasing sensitivity to materials and their use. The work has been reviewed and

modified as it has progressed
Technical •             displays increasingly good technical competence
Confidence •             demonstrates growing confidence
Independence •             demonstrates self-direction.

NOTE: Descriptors in bold are different from descriptors for HLB Studio.
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Visual Arts New Descriptors (1st exam in 2009) OCC SLB I

SLB – INVESTIGATION WORKBOOK DESCRIPTORS                                     
.(These descriptors are the same for HLA I)

0 The investigation has not reached level 1.
The investigation:

culture / context •             presents and describes art from different cultures and times, and sometimes considers it for its function and/or significance

tech / process •             develops a limited number of effective skills, techniques and processes when making and describing images and artifacts

investigation •             demonstrates investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts that lack organization and/or focus
depth / breadth •             demonstrates limited depth and/or breadth through a poor development of ideas 
vocabulary •             demonstrates limited and/or generally inaccurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts 
sources •             uses a limited range of sources and acknowledges them inadequately
presentation •             presents a limited amount of the work effectively and/or creatively and demonstrates limited critical observation
integration •         presents a limited relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •             presents, describes and sometimes analyses art from different cultures and times, and sometimes considers it for its 

function and significance
tech / process •             develops some effective skills, techniques and processes when making and describing and/or analysing images and artifacts

investigation •             demonstrates some organized and focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts
depth / breadth •            demonstrates, at times, emerging depth and/or breadth through a mediocre development of ideas and few explained

connections between the work and that of others 
vocabulary •             demonstrates mediocre and sometimes inaccurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts 
sources •             uses a range of sources and acknowledges them properly most of the time
presentation •             presents some of the work fairly effectively and/or creatively and demonstrates some emerging critical observation
integration •         presents a developing relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            considers, describes, analyses and compares satisfactorily art from different cultures and times, and considers it for its

function and significance satisfactorily most of the time
tech / process •             develops mostly effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and artifacts
investigation •             demonstrates organized and mostly focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts
depth / breadth •            demonstrates satisfactory depth and breadth through some successful development of ideas and some explained

connections between the work and that of others
vocabulary •             demonstrates satisfactory and generally accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses a range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •             presents some of the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some satisfactory critical observation and reflection
integration •          presents a reasonably focused relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            analyses and compares thoughtfully most of the time art from different cultures and times, and usually considers it carefully

for its function and significance
tech / process •             develops effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and artifacts
investigation •            demonstrates coherent and focused investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts, more than one

approach towards their study, and some connections between them
depth / breadth •            demonstrates good depth and breadth through a mostly successful development of ideas and explained connections

between the work and that of others
vocabulary •             demonstrates mostly careful and accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •             presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some good critical observation and reflection
integration •         presents a clear relationship between investigation and studio.

The investigation:
culture / context •            analyses and compares thoughtfully art from different cultures and times, and considers it carefully for its function and

significance
tech / process •             develops a range of effective skills, techniques and processes when making and analysing images and artifacts
investigation •            demonstrates coherent, focused and individual investigative strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts, a range 

of different approaches towards their study, and some informed connections between them
depth / breadth •            demonstrates very good depth and breadth through a successful development and synthesis of ideas and well-explained 

connections between the work and that of others
vocabulary •             demonstrates mostly effective and accurate use of the specialist vocabulary of visual arts
sources •             uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them properly
presentation •            presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates some thoughtful critical observation, reflection and

discrimination
integration •             presents a purposeful relationship between investigation and studio.

NOTE: Descriptors in bold are different from descriptors for HLB Investigation
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Visual Arts New Descriptors (1st exam in 2009) OCC Abbreviations

INVESTIGATION STUDIO WORK
Cultural/Contextual Understanding
Tech/Processes Relevance
Investigation Development
Depth & Breadth Sensitivity to materials
Vocabulary Technical
Sources Confidence
Presentation Independence
Integration

HLA S  /20 x 3 /60
HLA I  /20 x 2 /40

Total  /100

SLA S  /20 x 3 /60
SLA I  /20 x 2 /40

Total  /100

HLB S  /20 x 2 /40
HLB I  /20 x 3 /60

Total  /100

SLB S  /20 x 2 /40
SLB I  /20 x 3 /60

Total  /100


